HOW CAN YOUR MUSEUM
HELP FAMILIES WITH MATHS?

Maths is an important subject, but parents and teachers don’t have access to many opportunities to support it outside school.
Kids in Museums believes that museums have enormous potential to help families by showing how maths can be creative
and fun. But this in turn can be a challenge, because many museum professionals don’t feel particularly positive about maths
themselves. Kids in Museums has teamed up with Maths on Toast, the family maths charity, to help museum professionals
develop their own family learning activities round maths.

KEY FACTS
In a 2017 survey conducted by YouGov for National Numeracy, a quarter of UK adults said they did not feel confident in maths.
The government’s 2011 Skills for Life survey also showed numeracy lagging behind literacy, with just 22% of UK adults
demonstrating numeracy skills equivalent to a C grade or above at GCSE (while 57% demonstrated the equivalent for literacy).

FIRST THINGS FIRST – build your own, and your team’s confidence!
Does the prospect of revealing the maths stories in your museum make you excited? Bored? Nervous? Curious? Outright terrified?
From vast expanses of time to the shapes of delicate boxes, the stories are there – and the directory section at the end of
this document has some specific ideas. But in developing family maths activities, talking about feelings is just as important as
talking about maths. Whatever you feel, you probably won’t be alone. Here are some ways to get the conversation started.
• Have a chat with some colleagues. Share your most positive and your most negative experiences of maths. Remember that
your audiences will have something in common with these experiences.
• If you don’t have any uplifting childhood memories of maths, have a look at the Maths on Toast website for cheerful family
maths moments.
• Are you aware of the myths around maths? Our mythbuster quiz addresses some of these. One dangerous myth is that
maths ability is passed down purely genetically. In fact, even believing this myth can be damaging.
• Have you heard of maths anxiety? This is an acknowledged condition that may affect you or your audience members. It’s
defined as a disabling fear of maths – a fear that gets in the way of maths performance. For many people, the first step in
getting better at maths is overcoming fear.
• Reflect on your daily life. How often do you use maths? Perhaps when travelling you work out if you will be late. Perhaps
you have assembled some furniture – that requires spatial awareness and geometry! And there are many more examples.
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NEXT STEP – think about your audience
Just like museum staff, families vary in their attitudes to maths – and within one family, there may be a range of attitudes and
experiences. All families want to bond and have a good time with each other, but they’ll be different in their attitudes to maths
and to learning.

This graph may help you think about the
family audiences for your maths activities

LEARNING

is what we do in family time

These families will come to maths activities because they
know that learning maths is good for them. They will be
surprised that the activity is maths and also fun. They’ll be
really grateful you have helped them to discover this.

These families love maths and value
learning. They will be keen to come
to family maths activities.

SCARED

OBSESSED

by maths

by maths

These families will only come to the maths activities if they
don’t spot they are doing maths before they join in! Of
course, after they have started enjoying themselves you can
tell them they’re doing maths and help them realise maths
doesn’t have to be scary.

These families will come to maths
activities because they love maths
and think learning it will be fun.

FUN

is what we do in family time

TIME FOR SOME ACTIVITIES! – but how, what and why?
What makes a good family learning activity at your museum? Collaboration? Physicality? Fun? Something to take home? Those
things are still important, but there are a few extra points worth taking into account for maths. Here’s how to get started.
• Have clear aims. As with your other activities, you are not trying to replace school. Specifically, you do not have to teach long
division! Aims like ‘inspire people to see the maths in the world around them’ or ‘make connections between artists’ skills and
maths’ are both rich and realistic.
• Look for the maths in your collection. The directory provided later on in this resource will help you to identify objects that
might have maths stories.
• Work with what inspires you. If you have an art background, you’re more likely to be inspired by art-based maths. If you are
an ecologist you’ll know some ecology-based maths. Can you use maths activities you are familiar with (scaling a drawing;
counting or comparing a population)?
• For maths support, the NRICH website has open-ended, interesting maths problems with an indication of their appropriateness
for different-aged children. The activities are designed for school, but can be adapted and built on for your context. There are
also articles on subjects like tessellation and perspective.
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• Reflect on the idea of being ‘wrong’ in maths and how you will deal with children giving incorrect answers. Making mistakes
is part of learning, particularly in maths, but not everyone knows that. What will happen when a child gives you or a parent a
wrong answer? A supportive response is to thank the child for the answer and talk through how they came up with it, inviting
them to test it by trying other methods. Moral support on being wrong is also helpful – a good historic example of a clever
person who made mistakes is Sir Isaac Newton, whose notebooks are full of crossings-out. You could either build this support
into materials you hand out or train facilitators to offer it.
• Reflect on being ‘stuck’ in maths and how you will motivate children to persevere. For example, children like to know that
professional mathematicians are stuck all the time. Getting good at struggling with hard stuff is just as important a maths skill
as knowing number facts. You could use language to that effect on an activity sheet (Stuck? Good! You’re growing your brain!)
or support in person by empathising, praising effort and strategy, or acting as a ‘sounding board’ for ideas. It is not always
supportive just to provide the answer.
• Help people spot the maths. At Maths on Toast, we give out stickers after all our activities that say ‘I had fun doing maths’.
Connecting a fun activity to maths is a valuable outcome which may support motivation later, and the stickers help to ensure
it happens.
• Test, test, test. Trying out your activity (ideally with some children or families) before you run it ‘live’ will help you ensure the
tasks are at the right level, understand what’s fun in the maths, and anticipate the strange questions you will be asked.
FAMILY MATHS ACTIVITIES – some inspiration
• The Secret Maths of Spies – both Bletchley Park and HMS Belfast have invited families to do activities around code breaking.
• How long ago were the Egyptians? The Petrie Museum collaborated with Maths on Toast on activities which used string to
measure out how long ago Ancient Egypt was, compared to today. Even if 1cm is 10 years, you need a very long piece of
string to get to the Pharaohs!
• How heavy is that? Tower Bridge Experience followed the lead of children’s questions and developed a weight comparison
activity. Children weighed themselves, and made certificates saying ‘The bastion weighs … times as much as me’.
FURTHER RESOURCES
• The Science Museum’s Maths Gallery, opened in 2017, shows connections between maths and different types of object in
their collection.
• The Maths on Toast website includes case studies of family maths learning
• The NRICH website is a good place to find open ended, interesting maths problems with an indication of Key Stage
appropriateness.
• The National Numeracy website is a good source of information about the importance of numeracy and how the UK is doing.
• If you are getting deeply interested in how we all learn maths, The Elephant in the Classroom by Jo Boaler is worth reading.
TWITTER
@mathsontoast
@kidsinmuseums

web

www.kidsinmuseums.org.uk

email

getintouch@kidsinmuseums.org.uk

tel

020 3096 7707
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DIRECTORY – objects and the maths they might hold

Painters use maths at many levels in their craft. How
has Constable worked out the different proportions
– for example, how tall the people need to be
compared to the house? Assembling your own
canvas requires measuring and an understanding
of the idea of a ‘right angle’. Many painters scaled
work from a sketch to a full-size piece of work – a
mathematical challenge! You could explore this with
families by putting squared paper over images and
copying to paper with squares of different sizes.

Telling the time. A critical life skill, made more
interesting with a historic clock. Roman numerals
are also on the primary curriculum. If you make a
clock, you have to think about where the numbers
go, bringing in ideas about shape and angles. You
could do that with a paper plate or using children
standing in a circle! Or you could link in railways
and timetables – designing a timetable is both
mathematical and fun.
© Museum of London

Full-Scale Study for The Hay Wain, John Constable
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London

Give your coin collection a new meaning by asking:
Was it harder to add up your change when it was in
pounds, shillings and pence?

Explore old fashioned weights and measures
using (and handling) old weights and tools. How
many ounces in a pound? Try out a historic recipe!
Make your own scales! Children don’t get many
opportunities to handle weights and will enjoy it.
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London

What did people buy and sell with these coins – can
you set up a playful trading station?
As we move towards more and more electronic
payment, coins and a sense of the value of money
are less and less present in children’s lives.
©Trustees of the British Museum
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DIRECTORY – objects and the maths they might hold

Animal specimens can be a chance to explore
statistics. Is this animal common or endangered?
How many of them exist in the wild? You could also
compare and contrast different animals’ sizes.
How big is this animal compared to you? What
about compared to a tiger? What about making
an infographic? Say there are a hundred today and
there were seven hundred a century ago – how
might you represent that change visually?
Image courtesy of York Museums Trust
Ref. CC BY-SA 4.0

Can you see the symmetry in this pattern?
Is it reflection or rotation symmetry?
How about designing your own pattern?
Tessellation is another piece of maths vocabulary
relating to patterns – and tessellation and symmetry
both lead to creative activities, as well as cropping up
in the primary curriculum.
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London

What shapes can you see in the patterns on this
box? How would you make one?
Folding up 3D shapes from 2D nets is something
that’s fun, creative, and in the KS2 curriculum.
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London

War is very mathematical, from plotting the path
of a missile, to exploring data through casualty lists
or medals.
© Museum of London

